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-logi; Introdution
Most mathematial statements are �2 in Set Theory.�2 statements = statements of the form (8�) V� � �.In 
-logi, we fous on the truth of �2 statements in Set Theory.
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-logi: a logi of foring absolutenessDe�nition (
-validity)Let � be a �2-sentene in set theory.Then � is 
-valid if � is true in any set foring extension.Main interest: 0
 = f� j � is 
-validg.
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-valid.2 If V = L, then the �13-sentene \Every real is onstrutible" is not
-valid while it is true in V (= L).3 (Martin-Solovay) Assume X# exists for any set X . Then every�13-sentene true in V is 
-valid.4 (Woodin) If there is a proper lass of Woodin ardinals, then for anysentene � true in L(R)V , �L(R) 2 0
.5 (Steel) PFA implies the same above.QuestionWhat is behind the above examples?Mouse operators!
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0# as a mouseLet j : L! L be non-trivial with � = rit(j) and Uj be the measure from j .Let M = (L(�+)L ;2;Uj) and x0 be the �1-theory of M. ThenClaim1 x0 is independent from j , and2 x0 �T 0#Let M0 be the transitive ollapse of HullM�1 (;).We identify M0 with 0#.
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-onjeture holds, and2 (Asper�o-Shindler; Shindler-I.) MM++ implies Woodin's Axiom (�)assuming a proper lass of Woodin ardinals.
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Two semantis:1 Full semantis: Highly omplex (very powerful), does not enjoyompleteness, !-ompatness.2 Henkin semantis: Very simple (very week), enjoys ompleteness,!-ompatness.Boolean valued seond order logi is a powerful logi sitting between thetwo semantis and might enjoy ompleteness.
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Result 2; Compatness numbersDe�nition� is strongly ompat if � is L1�;�-ompat.Theorem (Magidor)The following are equivalent:1 � is L2�;�-ompat,2 � is extendible.TheoremSuppose there is a proper lass of Woodin ardinals, a superompatardinal �, and assume Strong 
-onjeture holds.Then � is L2b�;�-ompat.De�nition (Strong 
-onjeture)Assume there is a proper lass of Woodin ardinals. Then 
-onjeturewith real parameters holds in any set generi extension.
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Result 4; CompletenessOne an formulate the notion of provability in BVSOL (Booleanprovability) in a similar way as 
-provability.Theorem (Soundness)If � is Boolean provable, then it is Boolean valid.De�nition (Completeness)Completeness of BVSOL states the following:Assume there is a proper lass of Woodin ardinals. Then if � is Booleanvalid, then so is Boolean provable.TheoremCompleteness of BVSOL implies 
-onjeture.Note: The onverse is not known to be true.



Questions
1 Does 
-onjeture imply the Completeness of BVSOL?2 Could ` (BVSOL) be less than the �rst measurable ardinal?


